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ABSTRACT 
Name   : Fakhriani K 
Reg. Number  : 40300113161 
Title  : Taboos Culture in Laiyolo (Mythical Study at   
                                       LaiyoloLanguage) 
Supervisors  :  1. Dr. H. Barsihannor 
       2. Dr. Jumharia Djamereng 
This thesis is studied about taboos culture in Laiyolo (Mythical study at 
Laiyolo Language). The objectives of this research areto reveal the taboos culture 
in Laiyolo (Mythical study in Laiyolo Language) and to know the society’s 
perception of taboos culture in Laiyolo. This research used descriptive qualitative 
and Tatira’s theory. The data collections of this research is interviewing. In 
collecting data, the writer used interviewing sheet.In this research, the writer 
found out that there are eighteen data of taboos culture in Selayar. Types of taboos 
culture are divided into five, they are taboo related to health, taboo related to 
danger, taboo related to bad behavior, taboo related to cruelty and taboo related to 
under miscellaneous. In addition, the writer found only four types of taboo in 
Selayar they are, are taboo related to health, taboo related to danger, taboo related 
to bad behavior, taboo related to cruelty.based on finding and discussion, the 
writer concluded that taboos culture is some actions that are prohibited to do in a 
certain society because it has a negative impact for people. 
 
Key words: Taboos culture, Laiyolo, types of taboo, mythcal society’s perception. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background 
 Culture is a complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, moral, 
law, custom and any other capabilities and habits acquire by man as a member of 
society (Avruch, 1998: 6). According to Hofstede (1991: 5), culture is the collective 
programming of the main which distinguishes the members of one group or category 
of people from another. The set of attitudes, values, beliefs, and behaviors shared by 
a group of people and communicated from one generation to the next (Matsumo, 
1996: 16). In addition, Spancer (2008: 3)opined thatculture is a fuzzy set of basic 
assumptions and values, orientations of life. Beliefs, policies, procedures and 
behavioral conventations that are shared by a group of people, and that influence (but 
do not determine) each member‟s behavior and his/her interpretations of the 
“meaning” of other people‟s behavior.   
 From the definition above, it can be concluded that culture is a set of 
symbols, beliefs, values, and attitudes which is believed by a group of a society. It is 
the characteristics of a particular group of people, defined by everything from 
language, religion, knowledge, law, morals, custom, social habits, arts, and economic 
system. 
Culture cannot be separated with human beings. Human behavior is not 
governed only by rational decision making. Societies often have shared values and 
standards of acceptable behavior that members of the society are encouraged to 
follow. A culture or a society guides the behavior , the thought of their members by 
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agreed upon expectations and rules. In essence, all kind and varieties of language that 
exist in the entire universe are part of His Authority. Therefore, truly noble people 
who up hold the majesty of the verses of Allah said In Holy Qur‟an Surah Ar-Rum 
Verse 22, Allah SWT says: 
 
Translation: 
 “And of His signs is the creation of the heavens and the earth and the 
diversity of your languages and your colors. Indeed in that are signs for those 
of knowladge”. 
 
Linguistics tightly relation to the Al-Qur‟an holy  surah Ar-rum verse 22 said 
that language as a sign of greatness of Allah SWT, actually there are signs for those 
who know. by learning of language in the world, besides to useful continue the 
language, it is also to be grateful to Allah SWT. In addition, language and societies 
are two things that cannot be separated. It is because the society are individuals that 
interconnected and language is the most effective means of communication by 
society.  
This verse may be interpreted that Allah SWT creates language as a tool of 
unifying. It is a powerful reminder that despite our diverse backgrounds, 
nationalities, and cultures, we are in essence one human race living together on one 
planet and also this verse as calling for recognition and tolerance of each others 
language. 
The list of behavioral guidelines is typically referred to as social norms and 
taboos of the society we belong to. These norms and taboos have a huge effect on our 
life. The way we behave, dress, eat, and drive, as well as our sex life, are all 
governed by the norms and taboos of the society where we live. Deriving from the 
social norms, the society eventually tabooed some items which violate the norms 
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they believe. Taboo refers to something prohibited, in the other words taboo is a 
behavior which is believe to be supernaturally forbidden or regarded as immoral or 
improper, it deals with behavior which is prohibited or inhibited in apparently 
irrational manner (Trudgill, 2000:18). Fershtman (2011:140) states Taboos can 
therefore be viewed as strong social norms that are supported by severe social 
sanctions. But there is an additional aspect of taboos that may distinguish them from 
social norms. Taboos are sometimes referred to as doing the “unthinkable.” Even 
thinking about violating a taboo is problematic. The sanctions associated pertain not 
just to the behavior that contradicts the taboo, but also merely thinking or 
considering such a behavior. Under this interpretation, a taboo is a form of “thought 
police” that governs not just human behavior, but also its thoughts. Furthermore, 
Taboo operates to suppress or inhibit certain behavior, thoughts, and speech. 
Different cultures use taboos to control individuals within the group in order to 
preserve social order. The function of taboo is to prohibit the behavior of an 
individual and preserve social cohesion (Chandra, 2000:16).  
Finally, it can be taken a conclusion that taboo is the prohibition of an action 
based on the belief such as the behaviors either to sacred, consecrated, too dangerous 
and accursed for ordinary individuals to undertake. 
 Indonesia is one of country that is still maintaining taboo. They maintain 
taboos because they believe taboos are not just a myth but it is about respects for the 
status, the nature and social systems as well. Indonesia as an archipelago country 
comprises thousands of islands consists of various ethnic groups that each of these 
ethnic groups has its own language, belief, food, rule, history and the culture indeed 
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(Masyita, 2010: 14). The different culture in every ethnic believed some different 
taboos. In this case the writer chooses to focus on one ethnic from Indonesia who 
considered maintaining their taboo culture; it is Laiyolo ethnic in Selayar regency. 
So, the writer drives at conducting a research paper entitled “Taboos Culture in 
Laiyolo (Mythical study at Laiyolo language)”. 
Selayar is a part of South Sulawesi where the societies strongly believe in 
taboo things (kapalli’ in Laiyolo language). There are some taboos culture in Laiyolo 
such as assalla (insulting someone), anjai’ bangngi (sewing in the night), akkelong ri 
pappalluang (singing in the kitchen), attolong ri baba’ang (sitting in front of the 
door), appattolongi lungang (sitting on the pillow), and appatunra (swear words) 
(Ahmadin and Jumadi, 2009:61-66). Other examples are, we are forbidden to cut our 
nail in the night, do not eat in afternoon, and do not cross your feet when you are 
sleeping. 
Strong belief in taboo thing where the rightness still becomes a question, is the 
reason why the researcher is interested in studying this case. People‟s faith in 
Kapalli’ (taboo) is so sturdy, although there is no real fact that can prove the truth.  
As we know that Selayar is a big regency, therefore the researcher decides only 
taking place in Laiyolo village. Laiyolo is one of the sub-district in Selayar regency 
where the population around 650 persons. The livelihoods in Laiyolo village are 
farmer, fisherman, and civil servant. 
In studying this case, the researcher used ethnographic study. It is the study of 
social interactions, behaviors, and perception that occur within groups, teams, 
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organizations, and communities. It roots can be traced back to anthropological 
studies of small, rural (and often remote) societies that were undertaken in the early 
1900s, when researchers such as Malinowski and Brown participated in these 
societies over long periods and documented their social arrangements and belief 
systems. From the description above, we can say that ethnographic study is one of 
the method that can be used to analyze a culture phenomenon, where the researcher 
must take a part in certain society (object of study). Therefore, the researcher thinks 
that ethnographic study is a compatible method to observe the taboos culture in 
Laiyolo.  
B. Problem Statements 
 Based on the background above, the researcher formulated the research 
questions as follows: 
1. What are the taboos culture in Laiyolo ? 
2. What is the mythical meaning of taboos culture in Laiyolo? 
C. Objective of Research 
 Relating to problem statement, the researcher decides some objectives of the 
research on taboos culture in Selayarese (ethnographic Study) as follow: 
1. To reveal the taboos culture in Laiyolo (mythical study in Laiyolo Language).  
2. To know the mythical meaning of taboos culture in Laiyolo. 
D. Significance of Research 
The significance of the study is to know what are the taboos culture in 
Laiyolo to the readers,  to give description about belief of Laiyolo society especially 
in taboos culture in Selayarese, and to know the society‟s perception of taboo. Apart 
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from that, this thesis can give many informations as far as possible about the taboos 
culture in Selayarese. Of course, it can increase and improve our knowledge in 
developing indonesian culture. 
E. Scope of The Research 
 It is important to the researcher to limit this study. The researcheronly focuses 
on taboos culture in Laiyolo by using ethnographic study and Tatira‟s theory. This 
theory mentions that taboo can be classified into five types; taboo related to health, 
taboo related to danger, taboo related to bad behavior, taboo to related cruelty and 
taboo related to under miscellaneous 
The researcher chooses focus on three types are and  Laiyolo village in 
Selayar regency as the researching area. Actually the society of Laiyolo village 
strongly hold their belief in kapalli’ (taboo). Furthermore, the researcher limits the 
study only to know the taboo culture in Selayarese and to know the mythical 
meaning of taboos culture in Laiyolo. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Previous Finding 
A research is necessary to have a previous finding. Previous finding serves to 
give a presentation about the research and analysis has been done previously. The 
study of the results of previous research and analysis will be presented relating to the 
Taboos. 
There are some concepts of finding related to taboos  presented the 
researcher,they are: 
Amalia (2010), in her thesis “Connotative and Denotative Meaning of Taboo 
Expressions of Mandarese Fisherman Society in Majene Regency”.This thesis 
focuses on the taboo expressions which is not allowed to express by fisherman 
society in Majene regency during they ate sailing. This research aimed to know  what 
are the taboo expressions of Mandarese fisherman society in Majene regency and to 
identify the connotative or denotative of taboo expressions of Mandarese fisherman 
society in Majene regency. The method used in this research was descriptive 
qualitative approach. The writer analyzed the data by using semantics analysis with 
explained denotative and connotative meaning of taboo expressions of Mandarese 
fisherman society in Majene regency. This study found out that the taboo expressions 
of Mandarese fisherman society are divided into two parts, (1) Taboo for the 
fisherman himself, (2) Taboo for his family include his wife and children. All of the 
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taboo expressions have denotative and connotative meaning. The denotative meaning 
of taboo expressions is a prohibit to do or to say something and the connotative 
meaning is dangerous to their life, like they are not safe, unlucky, and get disaster 
when they are sailing.  
Rismayanti (1994) had analyzed “Taboo Word in Makassarese”. The method 
use in this research was descriptive. This research aimed to know the taboo words in 
Makassarese and the impact by expressing them. She found out the part of taboo 
words in daily life of  Makasserese society is prohibited to say some animals. The 
people are prohibited to say some of animals‟ name when they are in the sea and 
garden because they will get trouble or disadvantage when they work. The words that 
cannot be said by fisherman and farmer like buaja (crocodile), meong (cat), tedong 
(buffalo), jonga (deer), kongkong (dog), balao (mouse) and kurita (octopus). 
Furthermore, Qanbar(2011) in his thesis, “A Sociolinguistic Study of the 
Linguistic Taboos in the Yemeni Society MJAL 3,2 Summer”.He found that there are 
some non-taboo words that are neutral in meaning in everyday speech such as pig 
and dog, but become taboos in certain contexts when used as swear words. He 
claimed further that religion has played a role in tabooing these words. The animals 
mentioned above are associated with impurity and uncleanness (dog and pig). 
Moreover, he has argued that these processes are conditioned by the cultural and 
religious norms of the society. 
 Aris (2013) in his journal, “Taboo Expressions Used in Live Free or Die 
Hard 4 Movie”. He found out that the taboo word expression which is used in “Live 
Free or Die Hard 4” movie categorized into three types those are; (1) obscenity refers 
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to the utterance that is considered has an obscene meaning. For example, the word 
“jerk-off” is considered as offensive words and it includes taboo obscenity because it 
means get sexual gratification through self-stimulation or in another defection jerk-
off has meaning masturbation. (2) vulgarity and (3) profanity refer to rant and 
disrespectful word. For example, the utterance “Goddamn” includes in the taboo 
vulgarity and profanity and that word is considered as blasphemy which refers to a 
language irreverent toward god, and holy things. The utterance “you told this jerk-off 
I was dead?” The utterance “Goddamn” includes in the taboo profanity and that word 
is considered as blasphemy which refers to a language irreverent toward god, and 
holy things.  Those taboo words refer to something disgusting, curse, swear, 
expletive, rude, offensive, vulgar, and should not be used in society. 
After comparing those four researchers above, there is similarity on taboo 
things which the writer will analyze. The similarity between the previous researchers 
and this research is analyzing about taboo. While the difference of those three 
researchers above is, the writer will focus on taboos action that forbidden based on 
the custom of the culture which may be influenced by society's history and 
mythology.  
In addition, the research method that is used in doing the research also quite 
different.  Amalia‟s thesis talks about the connotative and denotative meaning of 
taboo expressions of mandarese fisherman society in Majene regency by using 
semantical approach, Rismayanti‟s thesis analyzes about taboo word in Makasserese, 
this research used field and library research. Qanbar‟s, he found that there are some 
non-taboo words that are neutral in meaning in everyday speech such as pig and dog, 
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but become taboos in certain contexts when used as swear words. Furthermore, Aris 
in his journal states that He found out that the taboo word expression which is used 
in “Live Free or Die Hard 4” movie categorized into three types those are; (1) 
obscenityrefers to the utterance that is considered has an obscene meaning. For 
example, the word “jerk-off” is considered as offensive words and it includes taboo 
obscenity because it means get sexual gratification through self-stimulation or in 
another defection jerk-off has meaning masturbation. (2) vulgarity and (3) profanity 
refers to rant and disrespectful word.While,  this research focus on analyzing the 
tabooactions in by using ethnographic study and Tatira‟s theory where he divided 
taboos into five types; taboo related to health, related to danger, related to bad 
behavior, related to cruelty and related to under miscellaneous 
B. Myth study 
  Assmann allows for various “forms” and “versions” of a single myth that 
are determined by the uses to which it is put and thus (implicitly) by the functions of 
the resulting phenotext. He also allows for their use in, or as, ritual texts, and yet he 
denies the existence of myths proper for the time of the Pyramid Texts, despite the 
abundance of ritual texts many of them well attested in later funerary and temple 
contexts and “mythical allusions” or “mythical statements” that occur as phenotexts 
in this corpus. Instead, he coins the terms “mythical constellations” and “icons”, 
which are groupings of gods that encapsulate mythical relationships between various 
actors, but which are not based in a mythical narrative that goes beyond the 
momentary grouping in question and is situated in a distant (mythical) past.  
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 According to Jyoti Sahi, “Girish Karnad‟s art can be described as a vision 
of reality”.6 So, Karnad delves deep into the traditional myths to spell modern man‟s 
anguish and dilemmas that are created in his mind. Karnad does not take the myths in 
their entirety, he takes only fragments that are useful to him and the rest he 
supplements with his imagination to make his plots interesting. His interest was not 
in recreating old myths and legends but in representing them to suit his artistic 
purpose. Karnad himself has revealed that Theatre can simultaneously be 
entertainment, political commentary and artistic statement and can be composed in 
traditional, realistic and postmodern forms. Like masks worn by actors that allow 
them to express otherwise hushed truths. 
 
C. Culture 
Culture refers to the cumulative deposit of knowledge, experiences, beliefs, 
values, attitudes, meaning, hierarchies, religion, nations of time, roles, spatial 
relation, concept of the universe, and material objects and possession acquired by a 
group of people in the course of generations through individual and group striving 
(Hofstede, 1997: 43). 
According to Hofstede‟s definition above, he aimed to define culture as the 
collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one group 
from another, which is passed from generation to generation, it is changing all the 
time because each generation adds something of its own before passing it on. It is 
usual that one‟s culture is taken for granted and assumed to be correct because it is 
the only one, or at least the first, to be learned. Culture is a set of shared and enduring 
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meaning, values and beliefs that characterize national, ethnic, or other groups and 
orient their behavior. Thus, Schein (1994: 15) assumed that culture is deeper level of 
basic assumptions and beliefs which are shared by members of an organization that 
operate consciously and become tradition of organization itself and its environment.   
Culture has many definitions, and affects everything that people do in their 
society because of their ideas, values, attitudes, and normative or expected patterns 
of behavior. Hall (1976) in Sarsar at al (1997: 23) stated that culture is not 
genetically inherited, and cannot exist on its own, but is always shared by members 
of a society. Essentially, culture consists of traditional ideas, especially its values. 
While system of culture can be viewed as element to give condition for the text 
action (Rahim, 1992: 28-29). 
Based on explanations above, the researcher opines that culture carries many 
different meanings. Culture is human initiative creation. It is the characteristics of a 
particular group of people, defined by everything from language, religion, 
knowledge, law, morals, custom, social habits, arts, and economic system. Culture 
rules virtually every aspect of our life and it is vital because it enables its members to 
function with one another without the need to negotiate meaning at every moment. 
Then, it is learned and forgotten, so despite of its importance we are generally 
unconscious of its influence on the manner in which we perceive the world and 
interact within it. 
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D. Taboo 
The word taboo  was borrowed from Tongan, a Polynesian language and in 
that society, it refers to acts which are forbidden oravoided. As illustrated by Porte 
that the word taboo  was first noted by Captain James Cock, in 1769, from the 
Polynesian language spoken in the Hawaian Islands. Taboo was the name for 
prohibitions that were self-imposed along with their sanction in the event of 
transgression, and which lacked meaning or any obvious referent (Porte, 2010: 34). 
For the first time, it is a prohibition to do something and to talk about it. What 
words are forbidden reflect the particular customs and values of the society. 
Similarly, Taboo refers to something prohibited, in the other words taboo is a 
behavior which is believed to be supernaturally forbidden or regarded as immoral or 
improper, it deals with behavior which is prohibited or inhibited in a apparently 
irrational manner (Trudgill in Freshtman, et al, 2011: 18). Furthermore, he opines 
that taboo is clearly a linguistic as well as sociology. 
The taboo word can be classified into several categories, positive taboo and 
negative taboo. The positive taboos are associated with feeling or fear on the other 
hand, negatives taboo have something to do with associated feeling or revolution of 
disgusting against such words as the famous four-letter words in English which refer 
to certain body organs and function of the feeling again the world is such that even 
though everyone knows them (Roberson, 1966: 12). Furthermore, Fakuade (2011: 
128) classified taboo into five types: Morality taboos refers to some actions that 
hardly done in public and to conform the acceptable moral standard of the society, 
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veneration taboos are meant to give respect to a certain class of people. These are 
kings, title holders, married and unmarried grown-ups, relations and the elderly, the 
decorum taboo refers to attitudes that are considered to violate the rules of customs 
that are believed in a community, religion taboos root in the belief system of the 
society. They should not be done so as not to invite or incur the wrath of the gods; 
fear taboos relate to religion-related taboo. They are hardly freely done in a society 
because they trust in the power of the evil will happen to people who break them. 
In addition, Tatira in William (2009: 176) put taboos into five categories. He 
groups them according to: 
a.  Taboo related health, this taboo refers to prohibition acts that consider with 
giving bad impacts for human health. In this case, the bad impact means 
something that someone does and brings a negative risk for their health. 
b. Taboo related danger, this taboo leads to some action that cannot be done by the 
society because it can cause danger for human life. Danger Exposures to a 
harmful eventuality may be avoidable through caution, forethought, and decisive 
action. 
c. Taboo related bad behavior, it relates to actions that assume as a bad behavior in 
a community. Bad behavior leads to an action that is known as a bad thing but is 
still done by someone. 
In other cases, the danger represented by the taboo can be overcome through 
ritual. This is often the case for taboos mean to protect communities and individuals 
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from beings or situations that are so powerful as to be inherently dangerous and so 
common that they are essentially unavoidable. (Jill in Amalia, 2010: 28) 
Sometimes we are confused to differentiate taboo and social norms. One 
interpretation is that taboos are strong social norm; norms which are sufficiently 
strong that may be viewed as scared. Every time in individual‟s behavior diverges 
from a norm, this act impacts on the other members of society, who then punish the 
deviant individual. Taboos can be viewed as strong social norms that are supported 
by severe social sanctions. But there is an additional aspect of taboo that may 
distinguish them from social norms. Taboos sometimes refer to do the “unthinkable”. 
Even thinking about violating a taboo is problematic. The sanctions associated 
pertain not just to the behavior. Under this interpretation, a taboo is a form of 
„thought police” that governs not just human behavior, but also its thoughts. 
Some taboos are prohibited under the law, and transgressions may lead to 
severe punishment. For example, there are laws against trade in human organs; there 
are laws against underage sex, pornography, etc. in some countries, there are laws 
against homosexuality, and other dietary restrictions are also enforced by law. 
Clearly some taboos are also regulated by religious practices. 
Finally, the researcher concludes that taboo is more than ritual prohibition 
and avoidance. We have seen that infractions of taboos can be dangerous to the 
individual and to his/her society. Taboos normally arise out of social constraints on 
the individual‟s behavior. They arise in cases where the individual‟s acts can cause 
discomfort, harm or injury to him or herself and to the others. 
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E. The Glance of Selayarese in Selayar Island Regency 
Selayar island is one of regency which locate in South Sulawesi. According 
to demography department in 2015, there are 123.283 population in Selayar. Selayar 
is divided into 2 district, mainland district pervades Benteng, Bontoharu, 
Bontomanai, Buki, Bontmatene and Bontosikuyu. Whereas,  island district covers 
Pasimasunggu, West Pasimasunggu, Takabonerate, Pasimarannu and Pasilambena. 
The society that live in Selayar is known as Selayarese. It also known as a sub-
Makassarese, culturally, it has a resemblance culture or tradition with Makassarese 
like the traditional costume (baju bodo) and the language also quite same. But, there 
are many differences between Selayarese and Makassarese for instance, the social 
rule or taboo (kapalli’). Kapalli’ (taboo) is one of the social rule which has been still 
held by the society. It makes the researcher interested in analyzing the taboo culture 
in Selayarese. 
In this research, the researcher will take place in Laiyolo village, it is one of 
the village in Bontosikuyu sub-district. The population of this village is 650 based on 
data of Village Department. The livelihoods in this village are farmer, fisherman, and 
civil servant. The society believes in taboo things that had been told and done by 
their great grandmother. Although, there is no real reason that can verify the truly 
truth of this prohibition but they still maintain it as their own characteristic culture. 
Therefore, the researcher chooses this place as the researching area. In instance of 
taboos in Laiyolo are, screaming in the garden, pointing at the rainbow, smelling 
food,etc. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH 
A. Research Method 
Method is a way of doing something, while research is an effort to find, 
develop, and examine the truth of knowledge using scientific method. So, method of 
research is a way to find, develop, and examine the truth of knowledge scientifically. 
The method used in this research is descriptive. It means that this research applied a 
set of procedure which is used for solving problem under investigation by describing 
the subject or object of the research in the present time based on the reliable and 
factual data. Descriptive method is generally non-hypothetical research (Arikunto, 
2010: 117).  
B. Population and Sample 
1) Population  
Population is a set (or collection) of all elements prossessing one or more 
attributes of interest. According to Arikunto (1992:102), population is all the 
research subject. In other opinions, population is all the individuals whom become 
the sample source (Sugiyono, 2010:117). While Mardalis (1993:53) adds that 
population is generalization area which consists of object/subject that has a certain 
quality and characteristic that is applied by the researcher to be learnt and taken 
conclusion. 
From the defenitions above, the researcher took conclusion that population is all 
the object in reasearch that will be analyzed. The population of this research was the 
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society who live in Laiyolo village. Based on village office of  Bontosikuyu data in 
2017, the total inhibitants in Laiyolo village are 650 persons.  
2) Sample 
Sample is a part of amount and characteristic that is possessed by the participant 
(Sugiyono, 2010: 118). Based on this definition, the researcher realizes that sample is 
a part of participant that is reputed to represent all the research objects. Snow ball 
sampling is the method that the researcher will use in this study. According to 
Linchon and Guba (in Sugiyono, 2013: 55) if the purpose is to maximize 
information, then sampling is terminated when no new information is forth coming 
from newly sampled units; thus redundancy is the primary criterion. 
According to Endarswara (2006: 116), there are some characteristics to be 
informant as the sample, as follows: 
1. The informant should have a lot of experience and knowledge about the 
problem or case which will be analyzed. 
2. The informant is an adult person. 
3. The informant must be healthy spiritual and physical. 
4. The informant is a prominent figure in society. 
C. Instruments of The Research 
The instrument that was used by the researcher  is interview sheet . Furthermore, 
this research used ethnographic study and Tatira‟s  theory  to analyze the taboo 
culture in Laiyolo. 
D. Procedure of Data Collection 
procedure of collecting data was investigated by using following steps: 
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1.  Interview, the researcher did depth interview that was provided for the people of 
Laiyolo village. The researcher asked them randomly by using snowball 
sampling techniques, who were living in Laiyolo village. The writer asked about 
the taboo culture in Laiyolo itself. 
2. The researcher classified the data that related to taboos culture in Laiyolo become 
five types based on Tatira‟s theory they are, taboo related to health, related to 
danger, related to bad behavior, related to cruelty, and taboo related to under 
miscellaneous. 
E. Technique of Data Analysis 
The researcher analyzed the taboos culture in Selayarese by using Tatira‟s theory, 
where he divides taboo into five aspects; taboo related to health, related to danger, 
related to bad behavior, related to cruelty, and taboo related to under 
miscellaneous.In addition, the researcher also will explain about the society‟s 
perception of taboos culture in Laiyolo. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
This chapter consists of two sections, the findings of the research and the 
discussion of the research findings. The findings are presented as data description, 
and the discussion reveals some arguments and further interpretations. 
A. Findings 
After doing the research in Saluk village, the researcher found out some 
taboos culture in Selayarese by interviewing five persons as the samples of this 
research. The researcher uses Tatira‟s theory in Chingidi (2009: 176) where he put 
taboos into five categories. He groups them according to: 
a. Taboo related health  = H 
b. Taboo related danger   = D 
c. Taboo related bad behavior  = B 
The researcher represents the findings as in the following tables 
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Taboos Culture in Laiyolo 
NO DATA TYPES OF TABOO 
H D B 
1.    Akkelong ripappalluang  √  
2. Appattolongilungang   √ 
3.. A’dopa-dopa √   
4. Anjai’ bangngi  √  
5. Attolongrituka’   √ 
6. Appatottolokonci  √  
7. Pakui’ bangngi   √ 
8. Nganrementeng   √ 
9 . Nettekanarisa’raallo  √  
10. Tinrosa’raallo √   
11. Ngara’-ngara’ nganre    
12 Nganrelette’-lette’ tampa’   √ 
13 Tinrogelelungang √   
14 Nunrungpinjeng   √ 
15 A’lampagelemaingsambajangjuma   √ 
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16 A’lingkasihalidundu  √  
17 Attolongribabang   √ 
18 A’lunganglakko   √ 
The data above shown that the dominant taboo in Laiyolo is taboo relates to 
bad behavior where it got nine from eighteen data, the second is taboo relates health 
with four data and the third is taboo relates to danger by four data and the last is 
taboo relates to cruelty which has one datum. Besides that, the researcher did not 
found the data which deal to taboo related under miscellaneou in Selayar. Further 
explanation, the researcher showed on the discussion below:  
B. Discussions  
In this part the researcher, explain about the types of taboos culture in 
Laiyolo and connotative and denotative meaning of taboos culture meaning in their 
community.  
a) Types of Taboos Culture in Laiyolo 
a. Taboo related to health 
this taboo refers to prohibition acts that consider with giving bad impacts for 
human health. In this case, the bad impact means something that someone does and 
brings a negative risk for their health. 
The negative risk for human health based on taboos culture in Selayar could be 
shown on datum 3 where this taboo described about the action that can bring a bad 
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impact for human health. The human may be attacked asphyxia if they break this 
prohibition.   
Datum 10 showed the prohibition action that could not be done in a society 
because can cause anemia for that person who does it continually. And the last is 
this taboo refers to prohibition that can make people getting headache. Therefore, 
the people are suggested to do not break this prohibition because can bring human 
health consequence. 
Based on the explanation above the researcher takes conclusion that taboo 
related health can be portrayed from the negative risk that related to the health. This 
taboo should not be done by the society in order to keep their body staying health. 
2. Taboo Related to danger 
Taboo related danger, this taboo leads to some action that cannot be done by 
the society because it can cause danger for human life. Danger Exposures to a 
harmful eventuality may be avoidable through caution, forethought, and decisive 
action. 
Decisive action means that some action that can bring a danger for human 
being, after conducting a research the researcher found that datum 1 relates to this 
taboo. It could be seen from the impact of breaking this prohibition where their 
cooking will get burn or they may get danger because of losing concentration.  
Taboos culture in datum 4 explained about the risk of sewing at night where it 
can make person gets stubbed when this action does. In addition, datum 6 also 
explained about the danger taboo, it arose from the impact of doing it. Letting the 
key hang on the door or cupboard will make the thief easier to rob in the house.  
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Furthermore, datum 16 described about the danger of walking while bent 
down. People may stub if they do not focus on their way. 
After analyzing the taboos culture the researcher found the danger taboos can 
be seen from the impact of doing that taboos culture where it brings a danger 
consequence for human life in a community. 
3. Taboo related to Bad Behavior 
it relates to actions that assume as a bad behavior in a community. Bad 
behavior leads to an action that is known as a bad thing but is still done by someone. 
This taboo could be shown on datum 2, datum 5, where they explained about the 
thing or place that should not be sat on it because it can break the thing and block 
the way. 
In addition, datum 7 is one of the prohibited actions which are included in 
bad behavior because it can disturb another people in their rest time. Datum 8 
described about the bad behavior because it is immoral action. And then, showed 
that this action is categorized as bad because it can make the other places dirty. 
Besides that, taboos culture in can be assumed as negative behavior because it can 
be refrangible that thing.  
Further, is included in this type because by breaking this prohibition people 
may leave their obligations, and is categorized as bad behavior because people 
should use the things based on their usage.  
Based on analysis above, the researcher concluded that taboo related to bad 
behavior should not be done by the people because it can give a bad impact for their 
life, they may disobey their obligations and break the moral rule in their community.  
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b) The Mythical Meaning of Taboos Culture in Laiyolo 
In this part, the researcher explained about the society‟s perception related to 
the meaning of taboos culture in Selayar. It was explained as follows: 
1. Datum 1: Akkelong Ripappalluang 
Akkelong ripappalluang (singing in the kitchen) becomes taboo in Selayar. 
This prohibition refers the girls in Selayar. The first informant, Jumriati (47) 
stated that the society in Laiyolo believe when they breaks this prohibition, they 
will get an old husband. Every parent in selayar will admonish their daughter 
when they sing at kitchen. They are worry about the impact of breaking this 
taboo although there is no real fact that can prove the truth.  
 Logically, singing in the kitchen and getting old husband do not relate each 
other. The people‟s future depends on God, their effort, and their destiny. So, it 
can be concluded that the real meaning of this taboo is when someone sings 
while cook, they will not focus on their cooking and it can get burnt.  
2. Datum 2: Appattolongi Lungang 
According to first informant, Jumriati (47) appattolongi lungang (sitting on 
the pillow) is tabooed to be done in Laiyolo. Further, she explained that the 
society assumed if someone sits on the pillow, he or she will get abscess.  But, till 
now there are no people getting abscess because of sitting on the pillow. 
Therefore, the researcher opined that there is a meaning that is hidden from 
this prohibition. The society is suggested to hire something based on its usage.  
They can use chair for sitting while pillow is used for sleeping. Besides that, the 
pillow can break if sitting on it. 
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3. Datum 3: A’dopa-dopa 
The second informant, Opu katte (62) said that the society in Selayar, 
especially in Saluk village believes when they are laying flat (a’dopa-dopa), one 
of their parents whether their mother or father will die earlier.  
 This prohibition does not relate to someone‟s death. Based on medical view 
when someone is laying flat the thoracic cavity will be dimmed then, the oxygen 
will be hard to enter to lung and it can cause asphyxia (Risman, 2010: 11). 
From the statement above, the researcher took conclusion that indeed lying 
flat is not taboo to be done, but the society in Selayar considers it as a prohibition 
because it has a bad impact for people health. Besides that, someone‟s death 
cannot be determined by someone else. It has been collided with God‟s 
desirability.  
4. Datum 4: Anjai’ bangngi 
 In Selayar, it is forbidden to sew at night (anjai’ bangngi). The society 
believes that the people who sew in the night will be blind (Jumriati/47). There is 
no real fact that can prove the rightness of this taboo because the researcher did 
not find person who is blind because of sewing at night. However, the society 
still believes it as a prohibition from their great grandmother.  
By seeing the risk of this taboo actually, there is no relationship between 
sewing in the night and the blindness. Logically, when the society still used 
filament lamp, the light is not works well so, their fingers can get stubbed when 
they are sewing. That is the reason why sewing in the night becomes prohibition 
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at the time. But now, there is electric lamp which has a high light so, no matter to 
sew in the night. 
Finally, the researcher concludes that sewing in the night is not a ban 
prohibition. But, it has a bad impact for our eyesight. Less of light can make  
sight vague and it can stub our finger. As known that, every prohibition comes 
from the great grandmother who lives in different era with us, they prohibited 
something because has a negative impact for them at the time but now, people 
live in modern era where they have to filter the prohibitions that are relevant with 
their epoch. 
 
Datum 5: Attolong rituka’ 
Attolong rituka’ (sitting on the stairs) is one of the prohibitions of Selayarese. 
It was showed by the first informant, Jumriati (47) said, the society believes that 
they will be scapegoat when they break this taboo. In truth, sitting on the stairs 
and being scapegot do not related. Sitting on the stairs will block the person who 
will come to that house. 
From the taboos meaning above, it can be concluded that sometimes the ban 
action and the impact do not relate each other. But, in other sides, there is a 
positive thing that can be taken from that. 
5. Datum 6: Appatottolo konci  
The first informant, jumriati (47) explained that let the key hang on the door 
is taboo for Selayar society. They believe that when they let the key hang on the 
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door they will find  difficulties when bear a child. Actually, there is no relation 
between the prohibition and the impact which is given by breaking this taboo. 
The researcher assumed that the logical meaning is when we let the key hang 
on the door, it will be easier for the thief to enter the house. Because, there is no 
relation between hanging the key and difficult birth. 
6. Datum 7: Pakui’ bangngi 
 Opu katte (62) stated that pakui’ bangngi (whistling at night) is taboo in 
Laiyolo. They believed when they are whistling at night, the ghost will come to 
them. Actually, there is no relation between whistling and ghost. But, if we do it 
in the night, it will disturb people in that area.  Night is time to rest after doing 
long activities in a day and every person will be angry when someone bothers 
their rest time. 
So, the researcher opines that whistling can be done without disturbing other 
people. When someone whistles in the night, other persons may be annoyed. So, 
we have to know the situation before doing something. 
7. Datum 8: Nganre Menteng  
Nganre menteng (eat while standing) is prohibited to do in Selayar, it is 
asserted by the second informant, Opu katte (62). They opine that when they eat 
while standing theirs clothe will fall down in public. It means that it is impolite if 
you eat while standing. As  known that life is ruled by the norms and laws and it 
has broken the society norms. 
It can be inferred that there are so many canons in the life where it is written 
or not. people have to obey all those rules in our society. Nganre menteng is one 
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the prohibition of the Laiyolo society that may be the impact is illogical but it has 
a positive meaning that the community have to obey some rules or norms in the 
society and try to do something politely. 
8. Datum 9: Nette kanari karahiye’ 
This prohibition is included in taboo relates to health because it has a bad 
impact for human health. This taboo is almost same as datum 4 by seeing from 
the situation where it can hurt people. According to third informant, the society 
argued that by breaking this prohibition, their mother will die earlier (Arsyad/67).  
The researcher assumes that the truth meaning from this taboo is when a 
person pounds canary at evening, it can hurt themselves because they pound 
canary in the pit of their house where has a low lightness. Consequently, they can 
pound their own fingers. 
9.  Datum 10: Tinro karahiye’ 
Tinro karahiye’ (sleeping at afternoon) becomes prohibition because the 
society believes that they will be easier to be stricken by black magic 
(Arsyad/67). Truly, it means that person who sleeps in the evening will be hard to 
get slept in the night. More or less sleeping has a negative impact for health. 
It can be said that sleeping in the afternoon has a bad risk for  health. 
Because, the normal time to sleep is 8 hours in the night and if we sleep in the 
afternoon, it will make people hard to get sleep a night. 
10. Datum 11: Ngara’-ngara’ Kanre 
According to third informant, the Selayar people believe that when they are 
smelling the food (ngara’-ngara’ kanre) their voice will be nasal (Arsyad/67). 
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Truly, if someone smells the food, he/she does not appreciate the person who 
cooked the food. It can make someone offended.It can be inferred that this 
taboo suggests the community to be respect or appreciate what other persons 
give. 
11. Datum 12: Nganre lette’-lette’ tampa’ 
This taboo is believed by the society that person who does it will have more 
than one wife (for man) and husband (for woman) (Arsyad/67). There is no 
relation between moving when eat and having more than one wife or husband. 
But, it has positive meanings that it will be better if staying in one place when 
eat because if you move, it will make the other places dirty. 
 
12. Datum 13: Tinro Gele Lungang 
It is a prohibition for for Selayar people, especially for the girl to sleep 
without using pillow. The society believes that when the girl sleeps without 
pillow they will not get bride price for her husband when they marry 
(Asmawati/45). 
The researcher opines that there is no relation between sleeping without 
using pillow and bride price. Logically in Islam, there is no marriage without 
bride price. It is one of the requirements of wedding. The real meaning of this 
prohibition is when someone sleeps without pillow, his/her head will be sick. 
13. Datum 14: Nunrung Pinjeng 
Lapping plate (nunrung pinjeng) with spoon becomes taboo in Selayar 
because the people who use the plate will get stomachache based on the 
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people‟s faith (Asmawati/45). This prohibition is usually done by the children 
(3-5 years) when they are asking food from their mother. So far, the researcher 
did not found person who had got stomachache because of lapping plate. 
So, the researcher argued that the logical meaning of lapping the plate is 
not getting stomachache but the plate can be refrangible and then, the piece of 
the plate can stab another person. 
14. Datum 15: A’lampa gele maing sambajang juma’ 
For men, It is taboo to go to anywhere before jum‟at praying, the society 
believe that when they leave home before jum‟at praying they will get trouble 
or accident on their way (Asmawati/45). The men can leave home at morning 
but they should be at home before jum‟at praying for doing their obligation as a 
moslem.  
The researcher assumed that this prohibition meant to propose the men 
give priority to their obligation. They can go anywhere after doing their duty 
for God.  
15. Datum 16: A’lingka Sihali Dundu 
  According to fifth informant, it is taboo in Selayar to walk while bent 
down (a’lingka sihali dundu). The people believe that when someone walks 
while bent down, he/she will get short lived (Opu Kinnong/100). Literally, it 
means that when you are walking while bent down, you will not focus on your 
way and you may collide with someone or something or fall because of 
stumbling.  
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16. Datum 17: Attolong Rituka’ 
Attolong ri tuka (sitting on the stairs) is tabooed to be done in Selayarese. 
The people believe that sitting in front of the door just like visits upon the 
disease (Opu Kinnong/100). They would address person who broke this ban 
action moreover in early evening. The society considered that early evening is 
sacred time. 
The researcher stated that there is no relation between sitting in front of the 
door and the disease. But it has an implicit meaning that it will disturb the 
guess who comes to the house. Beside that door is not a place to sit but it is a 
way to enter the house. 
Datum 18: Tinro Gele Lungang 
The fifth informant (Opu Kinnong/100) said that this prohibition is believed 
by the society that person who sleeps with a bolster on his/her head will always 
be treasoned. If this prohibition was disobeyed by the girls, their parents will be 
angry and directly would pull the bolster from her head. All this time, the 
researcher never seen the impact of disobeying this prohibition happened to 
society in Selayar. 
Therefore, the researcher assumed that it becomes prohibition in Selayar 
because bolster is not used as its function. Bolster is for being hug, and pillow 
is for head. 
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BAB V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
This chapter provides of conclusion and suggestion. After analyzing the 
taboos culture in Laiyolo, the writer gives some conclusions and suggestions to the 
readers. 
A. Conclusion 
Based on the finding and discussion of the previous chapter, the writer comes 
to the following conclusions:  
1. Laiyolo society, especially in Laiyolo village believes the existence of taboos 
culture. The writer found eleven  taboos culture in Laiyolo. Where the taboo 
is divided into four category they are: taboo related to health, taboo related to 
danger, taboo related to bad behavior and taboo related to cruelty. All the 
taboos were categorized as their type by seeing the impact of disobeying the 
prohibitions. The society has their perception of taboos culture where it came 
from their great grandmother. Their opinions impinge about the impact that 
they will get if the society break the prohibition. Therefore, the taboos culture 
in Selayarese are an ancestor traditional hereditary, it derives from mouth to 
mouth and it has become traditional culture. Although all of taboos have not 
illogical meaning but they have big influences in human life. 
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B. Suggestion  
1. Taboos culture in  area are one of the cultural value which support 
national culture, so that this investigation is a cultural observation. 
2. The research of taboos culture in Selayarese cannot be separated from the 
habitual view of society in their culture. Therefore, it must be seen the 
real effort in keeping and developing positive value in it. Thus, the writer 
suggests to the next researcher to investigate another aspect of taboos 
culture in Laiyolo.  
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Sample 1 
Researcher :  apa karebata’? 
  (Apa kabar?) 
  (How are you?) 
Informant :  baji’-baji’ji 
 (baik) 
  (fine) 
Researcher :  inni anu, langera tulunga lakkuta’nanga masalah kapalli’na 
rinni.Apa-apai gele kulle ri gaukang ri kampong inni? 
 (saya mau bertanya tentang hal-hal tabu yang dipercaya oleh 
masyarakat dikampung ini apa saja?) 
 (I want to ask about the taboo things which are believed by the 
society in this village) 
Informant : akkelong ri pappalluang,Appattolongi lungang , A’dopa-
dopa, Anjai’ bangngi, Appatottolo konci, Attolong ri tuka’. 
 (Menyanyi di dapur, duduk diatas bantal, tengkurap, menjahit 
malam, menggantung kunci, duduk ditangga). 
 Singing in the kitchen, sitting on the pillow, lying flat, sewing 
at night, hanging key, and sitting on the stairs. 
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Researcher : ngura…... apa saba’na na geleki la pa’biang? 
 (apa alasannya hal-hal tersebut dilarang?) 
 Why are they taboo? 
Informant : ampa kelongki ri pappaluang laka bura’neki totoa. 
 (nyanyi didapur dipercaya bahwa dia akan mendapatkan suami 
yang jauh lbh tua darinya) 
 Singing in the kitchen is believed that she will get an old 
husband. 
Researcher : iye’ 
 (iya) 
` yes 
Informant : ampa tolongki ri lungang laka kabisuang. 
 (duduk dibantal akan kena bisul) 
 Sitting on the pillow will get abscess. 
Researcher : iye’ 
   (Iya) 
   yes 
Informant : ampa a’ dopa-dopaki lakua be’bere mate to toa ta. 
 (Kalau tengkurap salah satu orrangg tua kita akan cepat 
meninggal). 
 Lying fat can cause one of our parents dying earlier. 
Researcher : iye’ 
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   (Iya) 
 yes 
Informant : ampa anjai’ bangngiki laka lassiriki buta. 
  (Menjahit malam akan menyebabkan mata cepat buta/rabun). 
  Sewing at night makes our eye blind/hazy earlier. 
 Ampa appatottoloki konci laka mate manakki. 
  (Menggantung kunci akan menyulitkan persalinan). 
  Hanging the key brings difficulties when bearing a child. 
Researcher : oo, lapatappakiji injo konni-konni anunjo  kapalli’ injo? 
(oh, apakah sampe saat ini kapalli atau hal-hal tabu masih 
dipercayai oleh masyarakat?) 
Does the society still keep their belief in kapalli or taboo 
things) 
Informant : iyo, lapatappikiji, la anu tonji karna laka anu pau-pau to riolo. 
(oh iya, masyarakat masih percaya, mereka percaya karena 
mereka menganggap kapalli adalah salah satu nasihat dari 
orang-orang terdahulu mereka). 
Oh, yes, the society still believe in kapalli or taboo things 
because it is one of their great grandmother‟s admonition. 
Researcher : ooo, jari karna lakanamo pau-pau to riolo jari harus tetap ri 
lakukan di’ 
 (Oh, jadi karena ini merupakan salah satu nasihat orang dulu 
makanya harus tetap dilakukan. 
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So, it is one one the admition of gret grandmother, therefore it 
must be exist. 
Informant : iya 
  (Iya) 
  Yes 
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Sample 2 
Researcher : lakkuta’nanga nu kapalli injo ri gaukang rinni ri kampong. 
(Saya mau bertanya tentang hal-hal yang tabu dilakukan 
dikampung ini). 
I want to ask about the taboos culture in this village. 
Informant : anjai’ bangngi 
  (menjahit malam) 
 Sewing at night 
Researcher : mainginjo? 
  (Terus?) 
  And then? 
Informant :a’dopa-dopa, pakui’ bangngi, nganre menteng, tinro sa’ra 
allo 
(Tengkurap, bersiul dimalam hari, makan sambil berdiri, 
tidur sore). 
Luing flat, whistling at night, eat while standing, sleeping 
at afternoon. 
Researcher : ooo, injo ngura, apaa, ngura geleki la pa’biang ri gaukangi? 
  (oh, kenapa hal-hal tersebut dilarang?) 
  Why is it forbidden to do? 
Informant :  anjai bangngi laka be’bereki rahung. 
 (menjahit malam katanya akan membuat mata cepat rabun). 
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 Sewing at night makes hazy eye earlier. 
Researcher : mainginjo? Ampa anganu, a pakui’ bangngi? 
 Terus?Kenapa bersiul pada malam hari dilarang?) 
 And then, why is whistle at night forbidden? 
Informant : latamai setang babata ato akkeo’ki setang. 
 Bersiul pada malam hari Sama saja halnya dengan memanggil 
hantu atau makhluk halus). 
 Whistling at night means calling the ghost to come. 
Researcher : ampa, ngura geleki la pa’biang a’dopa-dopa? 
 (kenapa tengkurap dianggap tabu?) 
 Why is lying flat got taboo? 
Informant : be’bere mate to toa ta. 
 (salah satu orang tua kita akan cepat meninggal). 
 One of parents will die earlier. 
Researcher : ampa nganre menteng? 
 (bagaimana dengan makan berdiri?) 
 What about eat while standing? 
Informant : a’dappe lipa’ta. 
 Sarung yang dikenakan akan terlepas. 
 Sarong that worn will be detached. 
Researcher : ampa tinro sa’ra allo? 
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 (tidur sore kenapa dilarang?) 
 Why is sleeping at afternoon became prohibition? 
Informant : la tamaiki setang-setang. 
 (Makhlus halus akan mudah memasuki tubuh kita). 
 The ghost will be easier to enter our body. 
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Sample 3 
Researcher : apa-apai kapalli’na rinni nu ri isse’ injo? 
 (apa saja budaya yang tabu untuk dilakukan yang anda 
ketahui?) 
 What are the taboos culture that you know? 
Informant : ampa tolongki ri tuka lakua manna nu latarrusu assengka 
ase’I ri ditte. 
 (Jika seseorang duduk ditangga maka dia akan selalu jadi 
kambing hitam dalam setiap permasalahan). 
 Someone who sits on the stair will be a scapegoat. 
Researcher : injo? 
 (Apa lagi?) 
 What else?  
Informant : mainginjo ampa nettekki kanari na karahiyye I lakua be’bere 
mate ando iyya. mainginjo ampa nganreki geki lette-lette tampa. 
 (menumbuk kenari pada sore hari mengakibatkan ibu cepat 
meninggal. Dan saat makan jangan berpindah-pindah tempat). 
pounding canary at afternoon makes our mother early to 
die.And do not moving when eating. 
Researcher : ngura? 
 (kenapa?) 
 Why? 
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Informant : lakua ampa to bahine lohe bura‟nenna, ampa to bura‟ne lohe 
bahinenna 
 (Berpindah-pindah tempat saat makan dipercayai bahwa orang 
tersebut akan memiliki suami lebih dari satu atau istri lebih dari 
satu). 
 Moving while eating is believed that they will get more than one 
husband (for woman) and  wife (for man). 
Researcher : ooooo, injo? 
  (ohh, apalagi?) 
  Oh, and then? 
Informant : injo, eeee, apa minjo kodong. Geleki kulle tinro sa’ra allo. 
 (Jangan tidur di sore hari). 
 do not sleep at afternoon. 
Researcher : injo ngura geleki kulle tinro sa’ra allo? 
 (Kenapa tidur sore dilarang)? 
 Why is sleeping at afternoon forbidden? 
Informant : ampa tinro sa’ra alloki manna nurie iyya la’busu ase’ 
 (Tidur sore akan membuat kita kehilangan apa yang kita miliki). 
 Everything that we had will go. 
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Sample 4 
Researcher : apa-apai kapalli‟na rinni ri kampong injo ri isse‟ injo? 
 (Apa saja hal tabu yang anda ketahui dikampung ini?) 
 What are the taboos culture that you know in this village? 
Informant : geleki kulle ngara’-ngara’ kanre, geleki kulle tinro na geleki 
lungang, geleki kulle nunrung pinjeng, geleki kulle lampai 
ampa sebelumna pa’ juma’. 
 (Dilarang membaui makanan, tidur tanpa bantal, memukul-
mukul piring, dan dilarang untuk bepergian sebelum 
melaksanakan sholat jum’at). 
 It is forbid to smell the food, sleep without pillow, hit plate, 
and leaving before taking jum’at praying.  
Researcher : ngura geleki la pa’biang a ngara-ngara’ kanre? 
 (kenapa membaui makanan itu dilarang?) 
 What is the reason for forbidding to smell the food? 
Informant : geleki kulle ngara’-ngara kanre ka lakua, apanjo…., a 
sangngoki. 
 (dilarang karena dengan membaui makanan akan membuat 
suara jadi sengau). 
 It is forbidden because smell the food will make nasal voice. 
Researcher : injo ngura geleki la pa’biang a nganu, a nunrung pinjeng? 
 (Kenapa memukul-mukul piring jadi hal tabu?) 
 Why does hitting plate become taboo? 
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Informant : geleki a’ nunrung pinjeng kalakua a pa’risi battangta. 
 (Dilarang karena akan membuat perut orang tersebut sakit) 
 It is tabooed because person who hits the plate will get 
stomachache. 
Researcher : ngura ampa, anu geleki la pa’biang a’ lampa na gele maing 
sambajang juma’? 
 (Kenapa bepergian sebelum sholat jum’at itu dianggap tabu?) 
 Why is tabooed to go to another place before taking jum‟at 
praying? 
Informant : gele memangki ka lakua biasa ki ngumpa apanjo rikua 
kasilakaang mae konjo. 
 (dilarang karena akan mengakibatkan hal-hal buruk terhadap 
orang tersebut). 
 It is forbidden because can bring a bad impact for that person. 
Researcher :  ampa tinro gele lungang ngura gelleki kulle? 
 (tidur tanpa menggunakan bantal knp dianggap tabu?) 
 Why is forbidden to sleep without using pillow? 
Informant : lakua to riolo e geleki la sunrang ampa geleki lungang na tinro 
ki. 
 Orang dulu berasumsi bahwa orang yang tidur tanpa 
menggunakan  bantaltidak akan mendapatkan mahar 
perkawinan dari suaminya. 
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 The old people assumes that person who sleeps without using 
pillow will not get bride price from her husband. 
Researcher : la gaukangiji injo kah sanggengna konni-konni kaplli’ injo? 
 (Apakah kapalli atau hal-hal yang dianggap tabu itu masih 
dipertahankan sampai sekarang?) 
 Does it exist until now? 
Informant : e lagaukangiji, lagaukang ngase’ji to konni-konni njo. 
 Ya, masih dilakukan sampe saat ini. 
 Yes, it still keeps till now. 
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Sample 5 
Researcher : apa-apa kapalli’na rinni ri kampong injo nu ri isse’ injo? 
 (Apa saja hal tabu yang anda ketahui dikampung ini?) 
 What are the taboos culture that you know in this village? 
Informant  : geleki kulle attolong ri baba’ang kalaka ri ampangi dalletta. 
 (Tidak diperbolehkan untuk duduk didepan pintu karena sama 
saja artinya dengan menghalangi rezeki kita). 
 It is not allowed to sit in front of the door because it can block 
our fortune. 
Researcher : injo? 
 (terus?) 
 And then? 
Informant : geleki kulle a’ lungang lakko kalaka assitola-tolaiki 
pakkalabiniangta. 
 (Jangan tidur dengan menggunakan bantal guling sebagai 
bantal untuk kepala karena akan merusak hubungan dengan 
suami, istri atau pacar). 
 Do not sleep using bolster as pillow for head. It can broke the 
relation between husband, wife or special friend. 
Researcher : apa pole? 
 Apa lagi? 
 What else? 
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Informant : mainginjo geleki dundu na lingkaki. Ammongaki. 
 (Kemudian, jangan menunduk ketika berjalan). 
 And then, do not bent down when walking. 
Researcher :ngura? 
 (kenapa) 
 Why? 
Informant : ka ampa dunduki ri onga naung dalletta. 
 (Karena jalan sambil menunduk sama halnya dengan meratapi 
rezeki).  
Researcher : injo anunjo, o kapalli injo la gaukangaji sanggenna konni-
konni? 
 (apakah budaya tabu tersebut masih dilakukan sampe 
sekarang?) 
Informant : la gaukangijii kjalaka pappasdang toriolo jari lagaukangiji 
sanggenna konni-konni. 
 (iya, masih dilakukan, karena itu merupakan pesan-pesan dari 
moyang kami). Yes, we do.  It is a message from our ancestors. 
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